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The Plura PBM-4K-H is a comprehensive tool for all UHD/4K, 3G broadcast 

systems and all other wide-range  industries.  The  PBM-4K-H  series was 

designed and engineered for simple operation and future flexibility. The 

platform is built  around FHD panel display and powerful FPGA chipset. The 

core of this platform is based on fully programmable architecture. Future proof 

expansion (i.e. additional features and functionalities can and will be 

implemented in the field via the Ethernet interface). The PBM-4K-H series offers 

Ember+ compliant control system capabilities, i.e. can be controlled by 

Lawo-VSM, BFE-Core or any other Ember+ compliant control system.

"Plura SFP-H-7 monitor series supports 3G SMPTE ST-2110 

signals across 10 GigE and it features 2x10 GbE SFP+ cages 

complying with SMPTE ST-2022-7, providing redundancy 

protection for critical distribution and monitoring applications 

“hitless switching”. In addition to the latest SFP-H & SFP-H-7 

series, PBM-3G and PBM-4K monitors are able to be equipped 

with Ember+ control option. This option can be fitted with the 

purchase of the monitor or field fitted at a later time. This option 

will allow Plura monitors to be controlled by Lawo-VSM, 

BFE-Core or any other Ember+ compliant control system. The 

integration of this option into the Plura monitors will allow 

current and future users to control Plura monitors from a single 

control panel.

New PRM-224-3G-O offers an elegant slim design integrated with a Grade A -10 bit 

OLED 24.5" panel and delivers outstanding black performance, very fast response 

time for smooth video with virtually NO motion blur, High contrast of 5000:1, wide 

viewing angle, accurate color reproduction and quality picture consistency that 

meets all your HD & SD Monitoring applications. It also features HDR (High 

Dynamic Range) capabilities supporting PQ (SMPTE ST 2084) & HLG (Hybrid Log 

Gamma), LKFS AUDIO Measurement - Digital Loudness Audio Metering with 

selected channel measurement in LFKS scale, Automatic Calibration & Alignment, 

Dual Display W/ Dual W/F & VT, Adjustable Colormetry and Gamma Correction.

SMPTE 2022-7

PBM-210-4K-HPBM-210-4K-H
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Dual 24�monitor supports up to 4096 x 2160 resolutions, focuses 

on delivering the highly detailed, accurate color representation 

and stunning picture consistency that high-end production 

applications require. PBM-224-4K-DUAL monitor supports 

ST-2082, ST-2110, ST-2022 and other earlier industry standards, 4 

x 12G/3G/HD/SD-SDI inputs with active loop, 4 x SFP+ inputs & 

HDMI 2.0. PBM-4K series offers HDR Display capabilities 

supporting PQ (ST-2084) & HGL standards. The PBM-4K series 

also adopts the exceptionally slim form factor that Plura 

customers enjoy, ensuring that even the largest 4K monitors in 

the portfolio demand a modest slice of real estate.

With decades of experience collaborating with brands, agencies and content creators around the 

globe, Nice Shoes and Plura have partnered to offer state of the art I.M.D.P. (Intelligent Media 

Display Platform) media solution which is driven by Media Creation and Aesthetic Display 

Technology. Bringing together ideation and eye-popping visuals with high quality custom-tailored 

color matching displays and play out server solutions, this partnership has developed a system 

that can be bespoke to any scale you can imagine. Earlier this year, Nice Shoes and Plura came 

together to deploy stunning VFX across 30 displays ranging from 86” to 15" at the recently 

launched National Museum of Qatar. The displays almost act as a digital structure, immersing 

visitors in the story of one of the country's main exports: Liquid Natural Gas.

MTD-ID is an intelligent 4.3" Multi-Time ID Display that 

provides the SPT and/or TCU operator with all timing related 

information within the production environment in one 

place.The MTD-ID is a unique solution and convenient method 

to display 7 different timers at your finger tips in a close 

proximity. The MTD-ID is an easy add-on tool with Plura TCU 

(Timer Control Unit) and/or SPT (Studio Production 

Timer).The MTD-ID screen is divided into 7 different 

program-mable sections, each section can display one of the 

available Timers (A to F), local real-time, additional time 

zones and/or Date.The timers color are programmable (Red, 

Green or Yellow).

Plura adds the NEW C3 IEEE 1588-2008 PTP V2 module to the integrated RUBIDIUM 

modular system family. "The PLURA RUBIDIUM SERIES PTP module C3 is the most 

advanced and universal solution to handle PTP signals for any broadcast and non 

broadcast systems. The module can be configured into multiple applications such as 

PTP Grandmaster,  PTP Grandmaster with PTP fallback, PTP Slave, PTP boundary 

clock, PTP boundary clock with GPS or IEEE 1588 client OCXO oscillator. C3 comes 

with two 10MHz outputs, which can be synchronized with any third party SPG 

system." The C3 offers a variety of monitoring and control capabilities and can be 

implemented into the most advanced and fail-proof redundant systems. C3 module is 

equipped with 10/100/1000 Base-T PTP Ethernet port, SMPTE 

2059-2 compatible, Two 10 MHz outputs, third output available as 

an option, PPS and time and date data string reference output, 

MTD-ID in combination with SPT & TCU

PTP module C3 IEEE 

em SFP+
2110
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PLURA I.M.D.P. Monitor Wall in Qatar Museum
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